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Leatherworking guide vanilla trainer

Vanilla Leather Working Guide (1-300) This WoW Vanilla Leather Working Guide can help you from 1 to 300 Leatherworking. With a little patience, you should be level 300 Leatherworking in no time! Let's start with the materials needed to level to 300. Materials In addition to leather
missions, you need an extra leather 10 thick and 7 Wildvine. Leatherworking 1 – 45 Create 49 x Lightweight Armor Kits – 49 x Lightweight Leather 45 – 55 Create 16 x Handstiched Leather Mantles – 32 x Light Leather 55 – 100 Create 47 x Embossed Leather Gloves – 141 x Lightweight
Leather 0 1 123 Create 29 x Thin Leather Belts - 174 x Lightweight Leather - 369 x LeatherWorking 123 Total Lightweight LeatherLeather Dark Leather - 288 x Medium Leather 155 - 165 Create 10 x Hillman Leather Gloves - 140 x Medium Leather 165 - 180 Create 19 x Heavy Armor Kits -
95 x Heavy Leather 180 - 183 Create 7 x Hillman Leather Gloves (183 Create 7 x Hillman Leather Gloves (green) – 98 x Medium Leather – 586 x Leatherworking Total Medium Leather 183 – 191 Create 8 x Barbarian Shoulders – 64 x Heavy Leather &amp; 8 x Cured Heavy Leather 191 -
196 Create 5 x Barbarian Harnesses – 70 x Heavy Leather &amp; 5 x Iron Leatherworking Buckles 196-206 Create 10 x Dusky Appliances – 160 x Heavy Leather – 389 x Heavy Leather, 8 x Cured Heavy Leather &amp; 5 x Leatherworking Total Iron Buckles 206-220 Create 14 x Thick
Armor Kits (6 for leatherworking mission) – 70 x Thick Leather Working 220-225 Create 5 x Nightscape Headbands (6 for leatherworking mission) – 70 x Thick Leather Working 220-225 Create 5 x Nightscape Headbands (6 2 for leatherworking mission) – 25 x Thick Leather Working 225-
227 Create 2 x Turtle Scale Breast Plates (Leather Work Mission) – 12 x Thick Leather &amp; 24 x Leather Turtle Scales 227-229 Create 2 x Turtle Scale Gloves (leather work mission) – 12 x thick leather &amp; 16 x Leather Turtle Scales 229-230 Create 2 x Nightscape Tunics
(leatherworking mission) – 14 x thick leather working 230-232 Create 4 x bandanas nightscape – 20 x thick leather working 232-2 233 Create 2 x Turtle Scale Bracers (leatherworking mission) – 16 x Thick Leather &amp; 24 x Leather Backturtle Scales 233-235 Create 2 x Turtle Scale
Rudders (leather work mission) – 28 x Thick Leather &amp; 48 x Turtle Scales Leathers Working 235-237 Create 2 x Nightscape Pants (Leatherworking Mission) – 28 x Thick Leather Working 237-239 Create 2 x Nightscape Boots (Leather questworking) – 32 x Leather Leather Working
239-240 Create 1 x Wild Leather Vest (Tribal Leatherworking Mission) – 12 x Thick Leather, 2 x Wildvine &amp; 1 x Cured Thick Hides 240-241 Create 1 x Wild Leather Helmet (Tribal Leatherworking Mission) – 10 x Thick Leather, 2 x Wildvine &amp; 1 x Thick Cured Leathers 241-250
Create 9 x Night Landscape Pants – 126 x Thick Leather 250-265 Create 16 x Nightscape Boots – 256 x Couro Grosso661 x LeatherWorking 265-285 265-285 20 x Wicked Leather Bracers – 160 x Rugged LeatherWorking 285-300 Create 15 x Wicked Leather Headbands – 180 x Rugged
LeatherWorking is a craft import profession in WoW Classic, offering several different recipes of leather armor and armor kits to keep you nice and safe. Rogues and druids particularly like the skill, as they can take natural advantage of the handmade armor. There are several different ways
to get to 300, but this guide should take you there economically and economically! As the name suggests, the leather profession does leather work. This leather will be found in animals all over Ozeroth and can be collected using the skinning ability. You will also need leathers and cloth to
make specific recipes, but all of them will be covered further down. Although the name mentions only leather, high-level leather workers can also make armor for shaman sandamen and hunters. They are also sought after for their ability to create the essential Onyxia Scale Cloak and Core
Armor Kit, offering important defensive bonuses. Helping to diversify skill is the ability to specialize. There are three distinct specializations of leatherworking, each leading to specific creation recipes relating to a certain type of class. All of this makes leather work crucial for any serious game
team. Trainers for leather work are distributed in a similar way to other creative professions. The first half of training can be done in any major city, specialized training must be done in a specific city, and artisanal training requires you to leave the comfort of a large city. Don't forget to ask a
guard for help in locating a leather trainer inside the city! Here is where you can find each leather trainer: Apprentice (1-75) – Alliance: Stormwind, Ironforge and Darnassus. Horde: Orgrimmar, Thunder Bluff and Undercity. Journeyman (75-150) – The same as apprentice, but recommended
to go to Darnassus if Alliance or Thunder Bluff if Horde. Expert (150-225) – Alliance players must train with Telonis in Darnassus, while Horde players will go to Una in Thunder Bluff. Artisan (225-300) – Now you'll need to go to a specific zone for handmade leather training! Alliance players
can visit Drakk Stonehand in the Hintercountry, while Horde players can visit Hahrana Ironhide in Feralas. There are a few things you should know when considering leather work. You will want to have in mind which profession you will pair with, while considering which specialization to
choose later. Here's what you need to know: You can certainly choose any profession to pair, but your best choice is undoubtedly skinning. Leatherworking requires literally thousands of leather to reach 300, so you'll probably want to have the that allows you to gather them (unless you're
filthy rich!) It is often useful to level the leather work while you are leveling the skin, so that you have a good idea of how far you need to go. By reaching 225 in You will have the option to specialize in one of three different choices, unlockable by a mission. Each choice has a similar set of
core recipes, but also allows the creation of several unique recipes for this specialization. The specialization you choose depends largely on the purpose you have for leather work in general. If you are using it to create armor for your own character, you will want to be sure and choose a
specialization well suited to your class. Here's what each specialization entails: Dragonscale – This specialization is entirely focused on crafting mail armor. This makes it only useful for hunters and shamans, with several useful recipes of agility that can be made. Elemental – Elemental
specialization creates leather armor that is useful for providing elemental resistances. This makes it good for bandits and wild druids. Tribal – This creates a leather armor focused on spellcasting. It makes a great choice for caster druids, while being a decent option for the rogue as well.
The total amount of materials you'll end up needing will end up varying based on your luck, but this should serve as a good starting point for what you'll need. There are some strange things you'll need, especially iron buckles and silver cloth screws. Everything else is quite standard and
comes from a salesman or is skinned with beasts. Here's what you should be prepared to collect: These are patterns that cannot be learned from coaches and must be found or purchased from vendors, the Auction House or other players directly. Standard: Wicked Leather Gauntlets: Sold
by – Leonard Porter (Alliance) Western Plaguelands / Werg Thickblade (Horde) Tirisfal Glades Standard: Wicked Leather Bracers: Dropped by – Legashi Rogue, Azshara 4% Pattern: Wicked Leather Head Band: Discarded – Jadefire Trickster, Felwood 1.94% Once you've reached 225 no
leatherworking, you now have the ability to choose from leather specialization. Because each requires completion of a mission (or series), each specialization will be divided below. While not the hardest to obtain, dragon scale leather work certainly has the most expensive individual
requirement. You don't need to complete any prerequisite missions, but the cost of the item is almost sufficient. Here's what you need to do: Learning elementary leather is without a doubt the easiest of all specializations. You'll need to deliver a total of 8 items to your faction's elemental
leather worker, and you don't need to complete any missions beforehand. Here's what you'll need to complete the mission: Tribal leather work is actually the longest specialization to choose from, simply because you'll need to complete the entire wild leather search line before you start the
tribal leather work. Here's how to complete the mission and the previous mission: Unless otherwise observed, all wild hide missions are obtained and delivered with Pratt McGrubben in Feathermoon Stronghold, Beasts if or Jangdor Swiftstrider at Camp Mojache, Beasts for Horde. Go to
Pratt McGrubben or Jangdor Swiftstrider, depending on the faction to start the wild leather mission. You can save time by bringing all the materials beforehand, or you can pick up the missions and collect the materials later. For the entire line of wild leather missions, if you plan to do it all
yourself you will need 182 Thick Hide, 112 Turtle Scales, and 7 Wildvine. For the tribal leatherworking mission itself, you'll need an additional 44 Thick Leather, 8 Wildvine, and 4 Cured Thick Hides. Accept the initial mission: Wild Hide Armor. This is an ultra-simple introductory mission,
which just needs you to provide 10 thick leather. After you do so and deliver on the mission, you'll unlock the next five missions, which can be done in any order. To complete: Wild Hide Shoulders, you'll need to bring 6 Thick Armor Kits and one Wildvine. To complete: Wild Hide Vest, you'll
need a Wildvine again, but 2 turtle scale boobs and 2 turtle scale gloves. You can purchase the recipe for turtle scale gloves directly from the search donor of your faction. To complete: Wild Hide Helmet, you'll need one more Wildvine, and 2 Tunics Nightscape and 2 Nightscape
Headbands. To complete: Wild Leather Boots, you'll really need 2 Wildvine this time, to go along with 2 Nightscape Pants and 2 Nightscape Boots. To complete: Wild leather leggings, you'll need 2 more Wildvine, 2 Turtle Scale Rudders and 2 Turtle Scale Bracers. After completing wild
leather shoulders, wild leather vest, wild leather helmet, wild leather boots and wild leather leggings, you can accept the latest wild leather mission: Master of Wild Leather. For the final mission, you simply need to visit your faction's master leather trainer. For Alliance players, this is Telonis
in Darnassus. For Horde players, this will be Una in Thunder Bluff. After completing The Master of Wild Hide, you will now be able to accept the tribal leather work mission. Fortunately, this step is very easy, and you simply need to visit and deliver two wild leather items to your faction's tribal
leather trainer. If you are alliance: go to Caryssia Moonhunter in Beasts. Accept: Tribal Leatherworking, which requires your newfound knowledge of wild leather armor crafts. You need 1 Wild Hide Vest and 1 Wild Hide Helmet to complete the mission. Congratulations, you are now a tribal
leather worker! If you're Horde: Go to Se'Jib in Stranglethorn Valley. Accept: Tribal Leatherworking. As the Alliance version, you'll need 1 Wild Leather Vest and 1 Wild Leather Helmet. Congratulations, you are now a tribal leather worker! Mandatory Mats: Leather – x210 Light Hide – x15
Salt – x15 Coarse Thread – x100 Light Armor Kit x50 (1x Lightweight Leather) For your first recipe, you'll make an iconic craft of the leather profession: armor kits! You'll want to make a total of about 50, or enough to take you up to 45 leathers. Cured Cured Hide x15 (1x Light Hide + 1x Salt)
Now that you've reached 45, you'll feel like a true leather worker in this next recipe. Now you will need to heal 15 light skins, using salt to do the trick. X20 Embossed Leather Gloves (3x Lightweight Leather + 2x Coarse Yarn) Now it's time to make your first piece of armor! You can make
some beautiful and comfortable gloves, 20 of them should be enough. Once you get to 75 leatherworking, don't forget to train in traveling leather work! Carpets Required: * = will be prepared during this guide. X30 Embossed Leather Gloves (3x Lightweight Leather + 2x Coarse Yarn) Now
that you're in 75 leatherworking, you can keep making these hot gloves! You will need to do a lot, probably another 30 to get to 100 leatherworking. Think about how you will make people happy with your warm and warm hand-sewn gloves! Cured Medium Hide x20 (1x Medium Hide + 1x
Salt) Ok, arrives with gloves. It's time to heal some more skins! This time you will heal medium skins. Don't forget to save them as you will need them on some levels! Slim leather belt x15 (6x Lightweight Leather + 2x Coarse Yarn) Now you will finally make another piece of armor! This time
you will make some fine leather belts. Once you have 15 cute and thin belts, be sure to save them because you will actually turn them into even more chic belts with the next recipe! The Thin Leather Belt goes green at about 125. This can make your Leatherworking a little harder than one
might expect. It can also increase the amount of materials you will need to get there. If you want an alternative, you can get the pattern for the Light Leather Pants in the same trainer as the Thin Leather Belt. If you do, you'll need to adjust your material quantities accordingly, as the pants
require 10 Light Leather, 1 Cured Light Leather and 1 Thin Yarn each for craft. Dark Leather Belt x15 (1x Thin Leather Belt + 1x Cured Medium Leather +2x Thin Yarn + 1x Grey Dye) Are you ready for some leather magic? Turn your thin leather belts into dark leather belts! All you need to
do is add a medium cured skin, some gray dye, and a little more thin yarn! After making 15 wonderful belts, grab your trainer's experienced leathers. For Alliance players, this is with Telonis in Darnassus, while Horde players train with Una in Thunder Bluff. If you have accepted the advice of
the above note, you will not have any thin leather belt to make the Dark Leather Belt! In this case, your next best option, which may even be better, is Hillman's Shoulders. Remember that you will need to again adjust the budget of your materials, as the shoulders require 4 medium leather,
1 medium cured leather and 1 thin yarn. Carpets Required: * = will be prepared during this guide. cured Hide x10 (1x Heavy Hide + 3x Salt) Now that you are a leather expert, you get to climb the antenna when it comes to healing leathers. Now that you can heal heavy skins, you will need a
huge 3 salt for each cure! Crazy! Crazy! You will want to cure 10 heavy skins, and as before, save them for later! Heavy Armor Kit x25 (5x Heavy Leather + 1x Hairline) Next are some heavy armor kits! These are really very useful, so wear them in your own armor and give them to allies!
Make enough of them to get to 180 leatherworking. Barbaric Shoulders x10 (8x Heavy Leather + 1x Cured Heavy Leather +2x Thin Yarn) Now that you have 180 years in leather, grab your heavy skins healed from before to make some barbarian shoulders! These are some cute shoulder
pads, and they're sure to get a good penny from the auction house! You're going to need to make 10 of them for our purposes. Dusky Bracers x5 (16x Heavy Leather +2x Silken Thread + 1x Black Dye) The next recipe requires some dark appliances. If you're in a dark room, you may not
even be able to see them! That's because you're going to need some black dye to give these bad boys a sneaky dark appeal. 5 of these devices should do the trick. Dusky Belt x10 (10x Heavy Leather + 2x Screw Cloth & 2x Black Dye + 1x Iron Buckle) Moving on from the handsets, you
should now make some dark belts! This recipe requires some iron buckles, which can be made with the skill of blacksmith. Anyway, find 10 of them to make 10 belts. Nightscape Headband/Tunic x20 (5x Thick Leather + 2x Silken Thread) In 205 leatherworking, you can create the iconic
nightscape bandana! These usually sell well at the auction house, serving as a large mid-level helmet. Alternatively, you can also create the tunic if you want some variation. Make enough of them to reach 225, unlocking handmade leather! At this point, Alliance players must go to Drakk
Stonehand in The Hinterlands, while horde players will head to Hahrana Ironhide in Feralas. Mandatory Rugs: Nightscape Headband/Tunic x5 (5x Thick Leather + 2x Silken Thread) Nothing new here, you'll just want to keep making bandanas or tunics to reach 230 leathers. Nightscape
Pants x20 (14x Thick Leather + 4x Silken Thread) At 230 leatherworking, you can finally mix things up a bit. Now you can make night landscape pants! These take a lot of thick leather, so this can slow you down a bit on your way to 300. Make about 20 of them to reach 250 leatherworking.



Nightscape Boots x10 (16x Thick Leather + 2x Heavy Silken Thread) If you thought the pants were bad, the night boots require even thicker leather. Fortunately, you only need to get to 260 leatherworking, requiring only 10 boots. Wicked Leather Gauntlets x10 (8x Rugged Leather + 1x
Black Dye + 1x Rune Thread) At this point you finally graduated into rugged leather! It's great news, but they're also starting to get pretty expensive. For your wicked leather gloves, you'll need 8 rugged leather for each pair. 10 gloves should take you up Leathers. Wicked Leather Bracers
x10 (8x Rugged Leather + 1x Black Dye + 1x Rune Thread) After making gloves, now it's time to make bracers! Another 10 of these should be enough to reach the final of his journey. Wicked leather headband band x20 (12x Rugged Leather + 1x Black Dye + 1x Rune Thread) For the last
step of your leveling, you'll want to make wicked leather bandanas! These take 12 full robust leather, so it may take a while to collect everything. 20 should be enough to get as high as possible. Congratulations on your skill of 300 newly leveled leathers! Ability!
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